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 Q-1. Fill in the blanks;-  

1. ______is the only airport in the world where scheduled flights use a beach as a runway. 

2. It is the westernmost point on the Earth _____. 

3. This island is located in Italy which has imposed a ban on wearing slippers and sandals that make loud 

noise._____ 

4. ______is practiced to obtain a healthy mind, body and a healthy lifestyle. 

5. The ______were motivated by the spirit of adventure. 

 

 Q2.  Rectify the following statements:- 

1 Burj Khalifa is situated in Mumbai. 

2    The elephant has the ability to recognize itself in a mirror. 

    3    Helen Keller was a scientist who had a great fear of dirt and infection. 

    4.   China is the first country to ban plastic bags. 

            

Q 3. Choose the correct option:- 

   1   This the only airport that does not have pawed runway. 

a) Barra international Airport           b)  Ice Runway                     c) Kansai International Airport 

   2.  It is the easternmost point of the land  

    a)  Caroline Island                              b) Mana pass              c) Ating Ho 

   3. This country has imposed ban on male western hairstyles like ponytails and spikes 

   a)  Japan       b) Canada               c) Iran 

   4. ____is the movement in which you bring your elbows near your chest and slowly rotate your 

           arms clockwise and   then anticlockwise 

    a) Leg movement                          b) shoulder movement           c) Trunk twisting 
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 5. He is known as the ‘Father of Indian Space Programme.’  

   a) Dr Vikram A Sarabhai                   b) Salim Ali                           c) Sushruta 

 6. He was the Prime Minister of England. He had such a sharp memory that he could repeat a lecture or 

      a whole Shakespearean play as it is. 

   a) Winston Churchill                          b) Helen Keller                   c) PB Shelley 

Q4. Match the following:- 

              Column A      Column B 

1.  Father of Surgery    a) Kola Super deep Borehole 

2.  Lowest underground point   b) Wills Tower 

3.  One of the tallest buildings in USA  c) Region of the Nilgiris                                                                                                                            

   4     Shola Forests     d) Sushruta 

Q5.Uncramble the words and say Who Am I ?                              

  

1. I am the first Italian explorer to explore China.(OLPO RACMO) 

2. He is also known as the ‘Father of Indian Missile Programme.’(RD P A J BDAUL LAMAK) 

3. This is the first country to ban school corporal punishment.(DENWSE) 

4. It can manipulate its environment like humans.(MAPCIZEHNE) 

Q6 .Answer in one word :- 

 

  1. Name the animal who has the capability to do mimicry and has an excellent memory. 

  2. Name the country which has banned online video games between midnight to 6:00am. 

  3  Name the country which has banned the movie theatres in order to preserve its rich culture. 

  4 Name the animal which uses complex sound to communicate with in group very effectivey. 
    

Q7  Name the following :- 

1. Name the country where Burj Kahlifa is situated . 

2. Name the most intelligent animal amongst all the animals with no backbone. 

3. Name the hill located on  the Leh –Kargil –Srinagar National highwayabout 30 kms from Leh Ladakh. 

Q8. Identify  the pictures :-                                

                                                                              

 1.  
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